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The electronic and geometrical structures of the M12 and M13 clusters where M = Sc, Ti, V, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Zn along with their singly negatively and positively charged ions are stud-
ied using all-electron density functional theory within the generalized gradient approximation. The
geometries corresponding to the lowest total energy states of singly and negatively charged ions of
V13, Mn12, Co12, Ni13, Cu13, Zn12, and Zn13 are found to be different from the geometries of the
corresponding neutral parents. The computed ionization energies of the neutrals, vertical electron
detachment energies from the anions, and energies required to remove a single atom from the M13
and M13+ clusters are in good agreement with experiment. The change in a total spin magnetic mo-
ment of the cation or anion with respect to a total spin magnetic moment of the corresponding neutral
is consistent with the one-electron model in most cases, i.e., they differ by ±1.0 μB. Exceptions are
found only for Sc12−, Ti12+, Mn12−, Mn12+, Fe12−, Fe13+, and Co12+. © 2013 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4799917]
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition metal clusters Mn possess many exceptional
properties1 and have been the subject of numerous studies by
experimental and theoretical groups. Due to their unfilled d-
shells, transition metal clusters carry magnetic moments and
can couple magnetically even though they are nonmagnetic in
the bulk. In addition, many isomers with different spin mag-
netic moments are energetically nearly degenerate and this
poses great challenges for theory to identify the true ground
state of a transition metal cluster. Among these clusters, the
nd-metal M13 species have received the most attention be-
cause of at least two reasons. First, the smallest icosahedral
and cuboctahedral structures are composed of 13 atoms. Sec-
ond, many transition metal clusters exhibit magic numbers at
n = 13 in their time-of-flight mass spectra.2 Several recent
theoretical papers have recently been devoted to the compu-
tational study of clusters composed of 13 atoms in the whole
range of the 3d-, 4d-, and 5d-metal series.3–8 All these compu-
tations were performed using density functional theory (DFT)
and effective core potentials with cores of different size.
While majority of the previous theoretical studies on M13
have been performed on the neutral species, experimental
studies using mass-spectrometry and laser electron photode-
tachment techniques are performed on positively and nega-
tively charged ions. To assess the accuracy of DFT methods,
it is, therefore, necessary to study not only the neutral but also
positively and negatively charged clusters. Our objective in
this paper is to bridge this gap by carrying out a systematic
and comprehensive study of the neutral and positively and
negatively charged transition metal clusters. We have focused
a)Email: gennady.gutsev@famu.edu
our study on the 13-atom clusters as we can not only com-
pare our neutral structures with previous calculations, but also
compare our results with experimental values of the vertical
ionization energies (VIEs) of the neutral, vertical electron de-
tachment energies from the anion, dissociation energies, and
magnetic moments of the neutral and cationic species. This is
achieved by performing all-electron DFT computations with
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) on the M13, M13−,
and M13+ series with M from Sc to Zn. In order to obtain bind-
ing energies of atoms in the M13 and M13+ series, many of
which were measured experimentally, we also considered the
M12, M12−, and M12+ series with M from Sc to Zn. These op-
timizations will provide additional theoretical values that can
be compared with experimental data on the electron affinities
and ionization energies.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we consider
results of optimizations for each neutral M12 and M13 pair
and their singly charged positive and negative ions. Second,
we compute ionization energies and electron affinities for
the lowest total energy states and compare these with exper-
iment. Third, we compare our computed total spin magnetic
moments with the experimental values available for Sc, Mn,
Fe, Co, and Ni clusters. Finally, we compare our computed
energies required to remove a single atom from M13 and
M13+ with the corresponding experimental values, as well as
with the bulk cohesive energies and binding energies of the
M2 dimers.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our calculations are performed using DFT-GGA. The
exchange-correlation functional is based on the Becke’s
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exchange9 and Perdew-Wang correlation,10 known as the
BPW91 functional. The choice of this functional among
many others is based on our previous assessment of this
functional for 3d-metal oxides,11–13 and the BPW91 stability
in harmonic frequency calculations of closely spaced states
of iron clusters.14 The BPW91 functional is found to pro-
duce results which are quite close to those obtained using
the coupled-cluster method with singles and doubles and
non-iterative inclusion of triples [CCSD(T)]15 for (TiO2)n
clusters,16 (CrO3)n clusters,17, 18 and FeO2.19 Good agree-
ment between the BPW91 results and experimental data was
also obtained for Cr3O8−.20 The quality of new exchange-
correlation functionals has been intensively tested using dif-
ferent databases21 and the PW91 functional was found to
have a good performance with respect to the best new
functionals.22 In particular, the PW91 method was found to
have mean unsigned errors for transition metal atomization
energies comparable to some of the most recent local and hy-
brid functionals.
The atomic orbitals are represented by the GAUSSIAN 6-
311+G* basis set [(15s11p6d1f/10s7p4d1f)23, 24 of the triple-
ζ quality. Trial geometries were optimized without imposing
symmetry constraints using the keyword NOSYMM in the
GAUSSIAN 09 code.25 For each neutral cluster, we tested a
number of geometrical structures available in the literature as
well as those generated from the layered structures N1-N2-
. . . Nk, where Ni is number of atoms in the ith layer, with inter-
atomic distances typical for a given atom. Pre-optimizations
of states with trial structures were performed using a smaller
6-311G* basis set. In optimizations of the ions, we started
with the geometrical structures found for the neutral lowest
total energy state as well as the energetically closest isomers.
For a given geometrical structure, all possible spin mul-
tiplicities were tried in order to determine the total spin of
the lowest total energy state. The convergence threshold for
total energy was set to 10−8 eV and the force threshold was
set to 10−3 eV/Å. Each geometry optimization was followed
by harmonic frequency computations in order to confirm the
stationary character of the state obtained. If geometry opti-
mization led to a transition state, further optimizations fol-
lowing the imaginary frequency modes were performed until
all imaginary frequencies are eliminated. Local spin magnetic
moments on atoms which are identified with the excess spin
densities on atoms are obtained using the Natural Atomic Or-
bital (NAO)26 population analysis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Geometrical structures
1. Sc13 and Sc12
Following the Stern-Gerlach measurements27 of a total
magnetic moment of neutral Scn clusters, several theoretical
studies28–33 using both all-electron and effective core poten-
tial (ECP) methods were performed with the aim to reproduce
the experimental values. All theoretical studies including the
present work found the lowest total energy state of Sc13 to
possess nearly icosahedral geometry (see Fig. 1) and a to-
tal spin magnetic moment of 19 μB which is very far from
FIG. 1. Geometrical structure and local spin magnetic moments in the low-
est total energy states of the neutral and charged Scn and Tin clusters, n = 12
and 13. Bond lengths are in Angstroms, magnetic moments are in Bohr mag-
netons, and M is the spin multiplicity 2S + 1.
the experimental value of 6.0 ± 0.2 μB. According to the re-
sults of our optimizations performed without imposing sym-
metry constraints, the closest in total energy state with a to-
tal spin magnetic moment of 17 μB is higher in total energy
by 0.27 eV. The states with total spin magnetic moments of
5 μB and 7 μB which are close to the value obtained in the
experiment are higher in total energy by 1.71 eV and 1.62 eV,
respectively.
According to the results of our NAO analysis, the valence
population at the central Sc atom is 4s0.433d4.674p1.554d0.21
and corresponds to the AO occupation by 6.86 electrons.
That is, the central atom carries a negative charge of
−3.86e. All surface atoms possess the valence population
of 4s0.413d1.834p0.46, composed of the α-4s0.263d1.574p0.29 and
β-4s0.153d0.264p0.17 constituents, which corresponds to the
charge of +0.3e per atom. Note, that there is no exact charge
balance because of neglected small contributions from AOs
with higher quantum numbers.
Reoptimizations of this Sc13 state obtained without
symmetry constraints with imposing Ih symmetry con-
strains resolved by symmetry the valence molecular orbitals
 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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(MO) but left unresolved by symmetry MOs composed of
the core AOs. If Ih symmetry is reduced to Th, then one
obtains all symmetry resolved MOs corresponding to the
20Au state. This state is degenerate in total energy with the
state obtained without symmetry constraints whose NAO
populations are given above. However, a drastic change in
NAO population is observed in the 20Au state. The effective
electronic configuration of the central atom in this state is
4s0.693d5.474p0.054d 0.14, which corresponds to a charge of
−3.35e. All other atoms possess the 4s0.723d1.924p0.034d 0.08
effective electronic configurations corresponding to a charge
of +0.24e. That is, there is almost no 4s→4p promotion
in the 20Au state. Apparently, there is a strong competition
between 4s promotion to vacant 3d and 4p AOs.
The lowest total energy state of Sc12 possesses a slightly
distorted icosahedral geometry with a total spin magnetic mo-
ment of 16 μB and is nearly degenerate in total energy with
the states whose total spin magnetic moments are 14 μB
(+0.05 eV), 12 μB (+0.06 eV), and 6 μB (+0.10 eV). A
state of Sc12 with a total spin magnetic moment of 2 μB pos-
sesses a cylindrical geometrical structure which is produced
from that presented in Fig. 1 by shifting the central and apex
atoms to the centers of the cylinder planes formed by two five-
membered rings. We found that the lowest energy state with
this geometry is the state with a total spin magnetic moment
of 6 μB which is higher in total energy by 0.15 eV than the
lowest total energy state with a total spin magnetic moment of
16 μB. The charge on the central Sc atom reduces to −3.14 e
and the 4p occupation of all atoms is nearly depleted.
Both detachment and attachment of an electron from/to
Sc12 and Sc13 do result in minor changes in the geometri-
cal structures of the neutrals. If one accepts a one-electron
model where an electron detaches/attaches from/to a spin-up
or spin-down occupied/virtual orbital without significant re-
construction of the rest of orbitals, then a total spin magnetic
moment of a charged cluster would change from its neutral
value by ±1.0 μB. This is the case for the Sc12–Sc12+, Sc13–
Sc13−, and Sc13–Sc13+ pairs but not for the Sc12–Sc12− pair,
where the change is 5.0 μB. The states of Sc12− that do satisfy
the one-electron rule are higher in total energy by +0.02 eV
(a total spin magnetic moment of 15 μB) and +0.05 eV (a
total spin magnetic moment of 17 μB). It will be interesting
to compare the magnetic moments of Sc12+ and Sc13+ with
experiments when available.
2. Ti13 and Ti12
Geometrical structures found for the lowest total energy
states of the neutral and charged Ti12 and Ti13 clusters are dis-
played in Fig. 1. The geometrical structure of the lowest total
state of neutral Ti13 is found to be a slightly distorted icosahe-
dron (ICO) in agreement with the previous assignments.34–43
Our value of 6 μB for the total spin magnetic moment of Ti13
is also in agreement with the result of a recent study.44 The
effective electron configuration of the central Ti atom in Ti13
is 4s0.403d4.414p1.384d 0.19, which means that the central atom
carries a negative charge of −2.4e. The effective electron con-
figurations of two apex atoms are 4s0.353d2.994p0.364d 0.02 and
all other atoms have the 4s0.393d3.064p0.404d 0.02 configuration.
The geometrical structure of the lowest total energy state
of Ti12 is formed from the Ti13 geometry by the removal of an
apex atom in agreement with the results of previous studies.
As is seen from Fig. 1, this removal causes serious changes in
the local spin magnetic moments with respect to those in Ti13
and the rupture of bonds in the bottom pentagon ring. Our
value of a total spin magnetic moment is 2 μB, which is the
same as that obtained at the BLYP level by Medina et al.44
The lowest total energy states of Ti13+ and Ti13− pos-
sess strongly distorted icosahedral geometrical configurations
with large variations in the local spin magnetic moment val-
ues. Total spin magnetic moments of Ti13+ and Ti13− are 7 μB
and 5 μB, respectively, which is in agreement with the results
of a previous study.45 Whereas the single-electron rule is valid
for the electron attachment and detachment processes of Ti13,
it is not so for Ti12 because its cation has a total spin mag-
netic moment of 9 μB. In order to make sure that this is not
an artifact of the basis set, we recomputed the cation states us-
ing the 6-311+G(3df) basis set (15s11p6d3f1g/10s7p4d3f1g).
The results of optimizations with the 6-311+G* and 6-
311+G(3df) basis sets for the states with total spin magnetic
moments from 1 μB to 11 μB are presented in Fig. 2. As is
seen, the “skirt” bonds are all broken in the states with total
spin magnetic moments larger than 3 μB and the basis exten-
sion does not lead to the change in the order of total energies
of the states. The state with a total spin magnetic moment of
3 μB, which satisfies the one-electron rule, is higher in total
energy by 0.01–0.02 eV.
FIG. 2. Geometrical structures of the Ti12+ isomers corresponding to the
lowest total energy states with the spin multiplicity from 2 to 12. Bond lengths
are in Angstroms, magnetic moments are in Bohr magnetons, and M is for
the spin multiplicity 2S + 1. The values in parentheses are obtained using the
6-311+G(3df) basis set.
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FIG. 3. Geometrical structure and local spin magnetic moments in the low-
est total energy states of the neutral and charged Vn and Crn clusters,
n = 12 and 13. Bond lengths are in Angstroms, magnetic moments are in
Bohr magnetons, and M = 2S + 1. In the Crn series, the red and blue col-
ors are used to mark atoms with the local spin-up and spin-down magnetic
moments, respectively.
3. V13 and V12
The geometrical structures of the lowest total energy
states found for the neutral and charged V13 and V12 clusters
are shown in Fig. 3. The V13 cluster has a doublet lowest total
energy state with a strongly distorted Ih geometry in agree-
ment with the previous studies.46, 47 Our structure is open in
the bottom where the bonds between the atoms are broken.
However, the determination of the lowest total energy state
is difficult because we found eight doublet and quartet states
whose difference in total energy with respect to the lowest en-
ergy state given in Fig. 3 is less than 0.1 eV. Both V13+ and
V13− possess the singlet lowest total energy states with dis-
torted icosahedral geometrical configurations. All V12 species
are found to possess the bell-shaped geometrical structures
in their lowest total energy states. An icosahedral cage struc-
ture was previously found48 for the lowest total energy dou-
blet state of the V12+ cation. According to the results of our
BPW91/6-311+G* computations, the V12+ doublet state with
such a cage structure is above the state whose geometrical
structure is given in Fig. 3 by only 0.007 eV. Reoptimiza-
tions at the BPW91/6-311+G(3df) level resulted in a larger
total energy difference of +0.028 eV; therefore, we accept the
structure in Fig. 3 as corresponding to the lowest total energy
state of V12+. No violation of the one-electron rule is found
for either V12 or V13.
4. Cr13 and Cr12
According to the results of previous computations,49, 50
the lowest total energy state of Cr13 is either a cubo-octahedral
or an icosahedron type structure.7 The geometrical structure
we found for the lowest total energy antiferromagnetic singlet
state of Cr13 (see Fig. 3) has a similar shape and the same
arrangement of atoms carrying spin-up and spin-down mag-
netic moments as found previously in Ref. 7. One bond be-
tween the atoms possessing the spin-up magnetic moments is
broken in the upper and bottom pentagons. Both attachment
and detachment of an electron do not lead to the change in
the geometrical structure of the neutral lowest total energy
state.
The lowest total energy states of Cr12 and its ions possess
the bell-type geometrical structures with a broken bond in the
bottom pentagon (see Fig. 3). The lowest total energy state of
Cr12 possesses a total spin magnetic moment of 4 μB whereas
both the ions have the same total spin magnetic moment of
3 μB in accordance with the one-electron rule. The neutral
singlet, triplet, and nonet states are higher in total energy by
only 0.07 eV, 0.01 eV, and 0.02 eV, respectively. The dou-
blet state of the Cr12− anion is only marginally higher in total
energy by 0.01 eV than its quartet state, whereas the doublet
state of the cation is higher in total energy by 0.09 eV than the
cation quartet state. The sextet states of both anion and cation
are higher than their quartet states by 0.14 eV and 0.40 eV,
respectively.
5. Mn13 and Mn12
The lowest total energy state of Mn13 is an antiferromag-
netic quartet and possesses a slightly distorted icosahedral ge-
ometrical structure.51–55 The Mn13+ and Mn13− ions do pos-
sess similar geometrical structures (see Fig. 4) as their neu-
tral parent with total magnetic moments of 2 μB and 4 μB,
respectively.56, 57 The NAO effective electronic configuration
of the central Mn atom is 3d7.534s0.974p0.15 and corresponds
to the charge of +1.65e.
There is no agreement between our results and previ-
ous studies on a total spin magnetic moment of the Mn12
cluster. Whereas we obtained the same arrangement of local
spin magnetic moments as obtained by Bobadova-Parvanova
et al.,58 our total spin magnetic moment is smaller by 4 μB.
Kabir et al.59 obtained a total spin magnetic moment of 16 μB
for Mn12, i.e., twice as large as our value. Because of var-
ious possible arrangements of spin-up and spin-down local
spin magnetic moments, Mn12 and its ions possess a plenty
of states, many of which are close in total energy. We found
dozens of states, which are within 0.1 eV in total energy from
the lowest total energy state in both neutral and charged Mn12
clusters. Therefore, the assignment of the ground state for
these clusters is challenging. The one-electron rule is valid
for the n = 13 series but not for the n = 12 series.
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FIG. 4. Geometrical structure and local spin magnetic moments in the lowest
total energy states of the neutral and charged Mnn and Fen clusters, n = 12
and 13. Bond lengths are in Angstroms, magnetic moments are in Bohr mag-
netons, and M = 2S + 1. In the Mnn series, the red and blue colors are used
to mark atoms with the local spin-up and spin-down magnetic moments, re-
spectively.
6. Fe13 and Fe12
The ground state geometries of the neutral and charged
Fe12 and Fe13 clusters are displayed in the bottom panels of
Fig. 4. The iron clusters possess the largest total spin mag-
netic moments in the Sc–Zn series although the largest local
spin magnetic moments belong to the Mn clusters. The lowest
total energy states of the Fe13 and Fe13− clusters possess Jahn-
Teller distorted icosahedral geometries,60–69 whereas the low-
est total energy state of Fe13+ has Th symmetry.70 Note that
the neutral Fe13 state possesses Th symmetry at 2S + 1 = 47
whereas the lowest total energy state of Fe13 has the spin mul-
tiplicity of 45. The lowest total energy states of Fe12 and its
ions possess similar geometrical structures of an icosahedron
with an apex atom removed. The one-electron rule is not valid
for either Fe13 or Fe12. An especially drastic change in the to-
tal spin magnetic moment is observed71 for Fe13+, whose total
spin magnetic moment is smaller than that of its neutral par-
ent by 9 μB. The results of our computations are in agreement
with this finding. A detailed discussion on the structure and
peculiarities of the neutral and singly charged iron clusters
Fen (n = 7–20) can be found in our recent paper.72
7. Co13 and Co12
The geometry of the lowest total energy state of Co13 ob-
tained in a number of studies corresponds to a slightly dis-
torted ICO73–79 whereas other studies80–82 predicted the Co13
geometry to be a hexagonal bilayer (HBL). These studies have
shown that the values of the local spin magnetic moments de-
pend strongly on the geometrical structure found for the low-
est total energy state as well as on the method and basis set
used.83 Lv et al.84 performed all-electron DFT optimizations
for two states of Co13 possessing the ICO and HBL struc-
tures in the range of total spin magnetic moments from 13 μB
to 33 μB. They found the absolute minimum in total energy
to correspond to a state with the HBL geometry and a total
spin magnetic moment of 27 μB. A state with an ICO geom-
etry and a total spin magnetic moment of 31 μB was found
to correspond to a local minimum, which is below in total
energy than the HBL state with this total spin magnetic mo-
ment. We found the HBL state of Co13 to have the lowest
total energy (Fig. 5). Our search for the lowest total energy
state of Co13 led to 7 states with the spin multiplicity of 28,
including a state with a distorted ICO geometry as obtained
FIG. 5. Geometrical structure and local spin magnetic moments in the low-
est total energy states of the neutral and charged Con and Nin clusters,
n = 12 and 13. Bond lengths are in Angstroms, magnetic moments are in
Bohr magnetons, and M = 2S + 1.
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by Datta et al.,85 whose total energies are placed between
those of states with the HBL and ICO geometrical structures.
The Co13− and Co13+ ions also possess the HBL geometrical
structures and obey the one-electron rule.
Both Co12 and Co12− possess geometrical configurations
obtained from those of Co13 and Co13− via the removal of
the top atom (see Fig. 5). Extensive optimizations of Co12+
yielded a state with an ICO geometry and a total spin mag-
netic moment of 21 μB for the lowest total energy state. The
geometrical configurations of Co12+ states are also probed by
removing the top or a bottom atom from the HBL configura-
tion. This yielded a state with a total spin magnetic moment
of 23 μB which is only 0.03 eV higher in total energy than the
lowest total energy state. The violation of the one-electron
rule for the Co12–Co12+ pair can be related to the change in
the geometrical topology.
8. Ni13 and Ni12 clusters
An ICO structure and the magnetic moment of 8 μB was
found for the lowest total energy state of Ni13 in the major-
ity of previous studies.86–101 However, two recent papers7, 102
have obtained non-icosahedral structures for the lowest total
energy state of Ni13, which correspond to structures I and
IV shown in Fig. 6, respectively, and a total spin magnetic
moment of 10 μB. The computations were performed us-
ing the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional103 in both
papers.
In order to gain insight into the dependence of the op-
timization results on the exchange-correlation functional and
basis set used, we performed optimizations of four isomers
presented in Fig. 6 using the 6-311+G* and extended 6-
311+G(3df) basis sets and four different methods, namely, the
BPW91, PBE, TPSS,104 and M06-L105 methods. The results
of computations are presented in Table I. As is seen, all four
methods predict the icosahedral geometrical structure and 2S
FIG. 6. Geometrical structures of four isomers, which are candidates for the
geometrical structures of the lowest total energy state of Ni13.
TABLE I. Relative total energies of the Ni13 isomers with the geometries
I–IV displayed in Fig. 6. All values are in eV.
Basis 6-311+G*
Isomer 2S+1 BPW91 PBE TPSS M06-L
I 9 0.27 0.37 0.52 1.16
11 0.005 0.09 0.23 0.57
II 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 0.49 0.48 0.37 0.15
III 9 0.20 0.28 0.43 1.06
11 0.08 0.14 0.23 0.50
IV 9 0.18 0.25 0.38 1.05
11 0.11 0.17 0.27 0.66
Basis 6-311+G(3df)
I 11 0.00 0.02 0.14 0.47
II 9 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
+ 1 = 9 for the lowest total energy state of Ni13 indepen-
dent of the basis set used except for the BPW91 method. The
electronic energy of the 2S + 1 = 11 state with geometrical
configuration I is lower than that of the 2S + 1 = 9 state with
geometrical configuration II by 0.027 eV at the BPW91/6-
311+G* level. The addition of zero-point vibrational energies
(ZPVE) to the electronic energies makes the latter state to be
marginally lower in total energy. The basis extension leads
to the decreasing differences in total energies obtained using
the PBE, TPSS, and M06-L methods, whereas the 2S + 1
= 11 state with geometrical configuration I becomes the low-
est total energy state at the BPW91/6-311+G(3df) level. Tak-
ing into account the trend toward decreasing the I–II differ-
ence in total energy when the basis set increases, we assign
geometrical configuration I and 2S + 1 = 11 as correspond-
ing to the lowest total energy state of Ni13.
An anion state with 2S + 1 = 10 and geometrical config-
uration I presented in Fig. 5 is energetically lower by 0.09 eV
than the state with 2S + 1 = 8 and geometrical configuration
II. The latter state possesses the smallest total energy among
the states with icosahedral geometries and different spin mul-
tiplicities. A state of the cation with 2S + 1 = 10 and an icosa-
hedral geometrical structure (presented in Fig. 5) is lower in
total energy by 0.04 eV than the state with 2S + 1 = 12 and
geometrical configuration I. It is worth noting that the cation
states possessing geometrical configurations I–IV and total
spin magnetic moments of 9 μB and 11 μB, are all within less
than 0.1 eV in total energy.
All three clusters Ni12, Ni12+, and Ni12− possess similar
geometrical configurations obtained from I by the removal of
the front atom in the base (see Fig. 5), and all of them possess
isomers whose total energies are within 0.1 eV from the to-
tal energy of the corresponding lowest total energy states. No
violation of the one-electron rule is observed for these nickel
clusters.
9. Cu13 and Cu12
A number of different geometrical structures have pre-
viously been assigned for the lowest total energy states
of the neutral Cu13 and Cu12 clusters.7, 106–114 Somewhat
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FIG. 7. Geometrical structure and local spin magnetic moments in the lowest
total energy states of the neutral and charged Cun and Znn clusters, n = 12
and 13. Bond lengths are in Angstroms, magnetic moments are in Bohr mag-
netons, and M = 2S + 1.
different geometrical structures were also obtained for the
Cu13+ and Cu12+ cations113, 115 and the Cu13− and Cu12−
anions.113, 116, 117 Our search for the geometrical structure of
the lowest total energy state of Cu13 resulted in the structure
shown in Fig. 7 which is similar to that found in the most
recent papers cited above. The similar structures as found re-
cently are obtained for the Cu13 and Cu12 ions (see Fig. 7)
in the present work as well. There is no violation of the one-
electron rule in the Cu13 and Cu12 series.
10. Zn13 and Zn12
The geometrical configurations of the lowest total energy
states of the neutral and charged Zn13 and Zn12 clusters are
displayed in Fig. 7. Previously computed7, 118, 119 geometrical
structures for Zn13 and Zn12 are similar to those presented
in the figure. Both attachment and detachment of an electron
to/from either Zn13 or Zn12 result in substantial reconstruc-
tions of the neutral geometries except for Zn13−. As in the
preceding case, there is no violation of the one-electron rule.
B. Ionization energies and electron affinities
In order to assess the quality of the present computations
on the M12 and M13 neutrals and their ions, we begin with
comparing our values of ionization energies with experiment.
We computed the adiabatic ionization energy of a neutral ac-
cording to the equation
IE ad(Mn) = Etotel(M+n ) + ZPVE(M+n )
− [Etotel(Mn) + ZPVE(Mn)
]
, (1)
where Etotel(Mn) and Etotel(Mn+) are the total electronic ener-
gies of Mn and Mn+, respectively, and ZPVE is the zero-point
vibrational energy computed in the harmonic approximation.
The VIE of a neutral are computed at the geometry of
the neutral lowest total energy state for two different electron
detachment channels corresponding to the final cation states
whose spin multiplicities differ from the spin multiplicity of
the neutral parent by ±1. The corresponding formula for the
VIE is given by the expression
VIE±(Mn) = Etotel(M+n , (2S + 1) ± 1)
−Etotel(Mn, 2S + 1). (2)
The computed values are compared with experiment in
Table II. Note that the experimental values are obtained from
mass-spectrometry experiments and correspond to the vertical
electron detachment processes. As is seen, the differences be-
tween the theoretical and experimental values do not exceed
0.2 eV when the experimental uncertainty bars are taken into
account except for Mn12.
Next, we compare the results of our computations for the
M12− and M13− anions with experiment. The adiabatic energy
of an electron attachment to a neutral corresponds to the adi-
abatic electron affinity (EAad) of the neutral and is computed
as
EAad(Mn) = Etotel(Mn) + ZPVE(Mn)
− [Etotel(M−n ) + ZPVE(M−n )
]
. (3)
The vertical electron detachment energies of the anion are
computed at the geometry of the anion lowest total energy
state according to the equation
VDE±(M−n ) = Etotel(Mn, 2S + 1)
−Etotel(M−n , (2S + 1) ± 1). (4)
Experimental laser electron photodetachment spectra corre-
spond to the vertical electron detachment processes. Exper-
imental energies corresponding to the 0-0 electronic transi-
tions (from the zero vibrational level of an anion to that of
the neutral) provide good estimates for the adiabatic energies
if the geometrical relaxation of the final neutral state is rela-
tively small. Occasionally, it is difficult to recover the feature
corresponding to the 0-0 transition in the spectra. In Table III,
which compares the computed and experimental values, the
experimental entries without uncertainty bars correspond to
approximate values obtained from the spectra without visibly
resolved 0-0 transitions. As is seen from the table, our com-
puted values are again within 0.1 eV from the corresponding
experimental values when the experimental uncertainty bars
are taken into account. Because our computed values for the
ionization energies and electron affinities are in good agree-
ment with experiment, we conclude that the lowest total en-
ergy states found for the M12 and M13 neutrals and their ions
are to be close to the true ground states.
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TABLE II. Comparison of the BPW91/6-311+G* values of the vertical (IEvert) and adiabatic ionization energies (IEad) for the neutral M12 and M13 series
with experiment. All values are in eV.
M12 series
Sc12 Ti12 V12 Cr12 Mn12 Fe12 Co12 Ni12 Cu12 Zn12
M = 2S + 1 17 3 1 5 9 37 25 9 1 1
IEvert(M + 1) 4.59 4.70 4.94 5.31 5.29 5.33 5.79 5.91 6.24 6.33
IEvert(M − 1) 4.20 4.72 4.90 5.31 5.27 5.80 6.26
IEad 4.17 4.62 4.91 4.88 5.15 5.23 5.71 5.88 6.18 5.89
Exp. 4.95 ± 0.05a 5.32 ± 0.05b 4.88c 5.52 ± 0.05d
5.42 ± 0.16e
5.70 ± 0.05f
5.64 ± 0.06e
5.90g
5.77± 0.21e
6.31 ± 0.1h
M13 series
Sc13 Ti13 V13 Cr13 Mn13 Fe13 Co13 Ni13 Cu13 Zn13
M = 2S + 1 20 7 2 1 4 45 28 11 2 1
IEvert(M + 1) 4.78 4.70 4.89 5.36 5.26 5.89 6.08 5.94 6.38 6.20
IEvert(M − 1) 4.42 4.68 4.76 5.39 5.62 5.67 6.05 5.78
IEad 4.35 4.64 4.67 4.99 5.19 5.41 5.66 5.86 5.64 5.90
Exp. 4.93 ± 0.05a 5.18 ± 0.05b 5.30c 5.61 ± 0.05d
5.76 ± 0.18e
5.74 ± 0.05f
5.84 ± 0.26e
5.88g
5.77 ± 0.19e
5.66 ± 0.1h
aSee Ref. 136.
bSee Ref. 137.
cSee Ref. 138.
dSee Refs. 139 and 140.
eSee Ref. 141.
fSee Ref. 142.
gSee Ref. 143.
hSee Ref. 144.
C. Magnetic moments
Total magnetic moments of neutral transition metal
clusters were measured using Stern-Gerlach experiments for
Scn, n = 5–20,27 for Crn, n = 20–133,120 Mnn,121 Fen,
n = 10–25,122 Fen, n = 25–700,123 Con, n = 20–200,124 n
= 12–200,125 n = 7–32,126 n = 13–200,127 Nin, n = 25–
700,128 n = 5–740,129 and cationic transition metal clusters
using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) experi-
ments for Fen+, n = 3–20,71 and Con+, n = 8–22.130 Two
branches of total magnetic moments per atom were found for
Crn clusters120 as well as for Fen and Con clusters.131
The total magnetic moment in the Russel-Saunders
scheme is defined as μ = (2S + L) μB, where μB is the
Bohr magneton, and L and S are the total angular and spin
moments, respectively. In the Heisenberg model, one ne-
glects the L contribution and defines μ = geμBS where the
TABLE III. Vertical ionization energies (IEvert) of the lowest total energy states in the M12− and M13− series and adiabatic electron affinities (EAad) of the
corresponding neutral parents. All values are in eV.
Sc12− Ti12− V12− Cr12− Mn12− Fe12− Co12− Ni12− Cu12− Zn12−
M = 2S + 1 12 2 2 4 6 40 26 8 2 2
IEvert(M + 1) 1.38 1.61 1.64 1.67 1.97 2.33 2.26 2.03 2.72 2.96
IEvert(M − 1) 1.49 1.59 1.60 1.67 1.92 1.87 2.04 2.41 2.08 1.89
EAad 1.31 1.57 1.41 1.65 1.57 1.83 2.01 2.01 2.02 1.75
Exp 1.71 ± 0.05a 1.48b 1.8c 2.14 ± 0.06d 2.2e 2.09 ± 0.05f 2.12 ± 0.05g 2.0h
Sc13− Ti13− V13− Cr13− Mn13− Fe13− Co13− Ni13− Cu13− Zn13−
M = 2S + 1 19 6 1 2 3 44 27 10 1 2
IEvert(M + 1) 1.35 1.67 1.58 2.20 1.92 2.22 2.08 2.17 2.28 3.01
IEvert(M − 1) 1.63 1.71 1.62 2.12 2.12 2.20 2.43 1.95
EAad 1.34 1.61 1.48 1.60 1.84 2.06 2.06 2.15 2.24 1.80
Exp 1.87 ± 0.05a 1.5b 1.8c 2.2 ± 0.1i 1.9 ± 0.1i 2.24 ± 0.06d 2.3e 2.16 ± 0.05f 2.33 ± 0.05g 1.9h
aSee Ref. 145.
bSee Refs. 146 and 147.
cSee Ref. 148.
dSee Refs. 149 and 150.
eSee Ref. 151.
fSee Ref. 152.
gSee Refs. 153–155.
hSee Ref. 156.
iSee Ref. 56; the values do correspond to the IEvert and the EAad, respectively.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of the calculated total spin magnetic moments per atom with experiment for the M12 and M13 species.a
Sc12 Mn12 Fe12 Fe12+ Co12 Co12+ Ni12
Theo 1.33 0.67 3.00 3.08 2.00 1.75 0.67
Exper 0.18 ± 0.02b 1.08 ± 0.2c 5.2d 3.41 ± 0.50e 3.50 ± 0.51e 2.21 ± 0.01f 2.26 ± 0.08g 2.5h 3.3 ± 0.2h 1.15i
Sc13 Mn13 Fe13 Fe13+ Co13 Co13+ Ni13
Theo 1.46 0.23 3.38 2.69 2.08 2.00 0.77
Exper 0.46 ± 0.02b 0.56 ± 0.1c 2.5 ± 0.1d 2.44 ± 0.38e 2.63 ± 0.41e 2.00 ± 0.06f 2.30 ± 0.07g 3.91 ± 0.60j 2.05h2.65 ± 0.2h 0.95i
aAll values are in Bohr magnetons.
bSee Ref. 27.
cSee Ref. 121.
dSee Ref. 122.
eSee Ref. 71, the first value corresponds to a total spin magnetic per atom and the second value corresponds to a total magnetic per atom.
fSee Ref. 125.
gSee Ref. 126.
hSee Ref. 130; the first value corresponds to a total spin magnetic moment per atom and the second value corresponds to a total magnetic moment per atom.
iSee Ref. 129.
jSee Ref. 127.
gyromagnetic ratio ge is 2.0023. In the XMCD experiments
performed for the Fen+ and Con+, the contributions from
both moments were separated whereas that was not pos-
sible in the Stern-Gerlach experiments. It was found for
the iron cation series that “the orbital magnetic moment is
strongly quenched and reduced to 5%–25% of its atomic
value,”71 whereas “an exceptionally strong enhancement of
the orbital moment” was reported for the cobalt cation
series.130 Theoretical estimates132 of the angular moment con-
tributions for small Nin clusters predicted these contribu-
tions to account for 20%–40% of total magnetic moments
of the nickel clusters. We consider the total spin magnetic
moment, M = 2S μB, to be equal to [nα − nβ ] μB, where
nα and nβ are the numbers of the majority spin and minority
spin electrons, respectively.
Our values are compared to the experimental values of
total magnetic moments and total spin magnetic moments
obtained for the iron and cobalt cations in Table IV. As is
seen, there is good agreement for the iron cations, neutral
cobalt species, and Co13+, whereas large differences remain
in other cases. An especially large difference is obtained for
Fe12 where the experimental value of 5.2 μB is larger than
our computed value by 2.2 μB. The possibility that the differ-
ence is due to a large orbital angular momentum contribution
is discounted by the fact that such a contribution is small in
the case of Fe12+.
FIG. 8. Spin magnetic moment per atom (in μB) in the M12 series.
Total spin magnetic moments per atom computed in
this work are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 for the M12 and M13
series, respectively. The largest dependence on the charge is
observed in the beginning of the M12 series, whereas small
variations in the middle-to-end series are consistent with
the one-electron rule. There is no visible dependence on the
charge in the M13 series except for Fe13+ whose total spin
magnetic moment per atom is appreciably lower than that
of Fe13 or Fe13−.
D. Thermodynamic stability
Experimental values obtained from mass-spectrometry
measurements and our theoretical estimates for the D0(M12
− M) and D0(M12+ − M) energies corresponding to the re-
moval of a single atom from the M13 and M13+ clusters, re-
spectively, are compared in Table V. Our theoretical values
are computed as
D0
(
M12
0,+ − M) = Etotel
(
M12
0,+) + ZPVE(M120,+
) + Etot(M)
− [Etotel
(
M13
0,+) + ZPVE(M130,+
)]
. (5)
FIG. 9. Spin magnetic moment per atom (in μB) in the M13 series.
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TABLE V. Single atom removal energies of M13 and M13+. All values are in eV.
Sc13 Ti13 V13 Cr13 Mn13 Fe13 Co13 Ni13 Cu13 Zn13
2S + 1 20 7 2 1 4 45 28 11 2 1
M12 − M 4.24 4.72 3.58 2.77 3.05 3.79 3.85 3.26 2.28 0.45
Exper. 4.63 ± 0.33a 4.32 ± 0.15b
4.11 ± 0.37c
3.68 ± 0.31d 3.45 ± 0.40e
M12+− M 4.04 4.68 3.79 2.66 3.02 3.62 3.91 3.29 2.83 0.45
Exper. 4.66 ±
0.41f
4.65 ± 0.32a
4.35 ± 0.13g
3.00 ± 0.24h 4.02 ± 0.47c 3.64 ± 0.30d 3.44 ± 0.39e 3.42 ± 0.23i
aSee Ref. 136.
bSee Ref. 160.
cSee Ref. 139.
dSee Ref. 142.
eSee Ref. 161.
fSee Ref. 157.
gSee Ref. 158.
hSee Ref. 159.
iSee Ref. 162.
The theoretical values are in relatively good agreement with
the experiment. The difference between theory and experi-
ment is within 0.5 eV if the experimental uncertainty bars are
taken into account.
In order to compare binding energies per atom with the
corresponding bulk values, we computed atomization ener-
gies of the neutral M12 and M13 clusters according to the
FIG. 10. Atomization energies for the lowest total energy states in the M2,
M12, and M13 series, the atom removal energies in the M13 series, and cohe-
sive energies in the M bulk: (a) AE(M2) are the atomization energies of the
M2 dimers; AE(M12) are the atomization energies of M12; AE(M13) are the
atomization energies of M13; (b) E(M12 − M) are the M12 − M dissociation
energies; CE are the bulk cohesive energies.
expression
Eatom(n) =
[
Etot
el(Mn) + ZPVE(Mn) − nEtot(M)
]
/n. (6)
The values computed according to Eqs. (5) and (6) are pre-
sented in Fig. 10 together with the dissociation energies of
the M2 dimers, M = Sc−Zn computed133, 134 at the same
BPW91/6-311+G* level, and bulk cohesive energies.135 The
dimer dissociation energies correspond to the smallest values
for a given atom except for V, Cu, and Zn where the dimer
dissociation energies are close to the atomization energies of
Vn, Cun, and Znn, respectively. The M12 − M dissociation en-
ergies are closer to the corresponding bulk cohesive energies
than the atomization energies and match the bulk values at V
and Cr. All the curves possess the maxima at Ti, V, Fe, Ni,
and Co (see the supplementary material163).
IV. CONCLUSION
We performed a systematic study of the structure, sta-
bility, electronic and magnetic properties of the neutral and
singly negatively and positively charged 12- and 13-atom
clusters of all 3d-metals from Sc to Zn using all-electron
density functional theory with generalized gradient approx-
imation. The main results obtained can be summarized as
follows:
(a) A number of members in the M12, M12−, M12+, M13,
M13−, and M13+ series (M = Sc−Zn) possesses multi-
ple states which are close in total energy to the lowest
total energy state. Several such cases were analyzed us-
ing larger basis sets and/or other exchange-correlation
functionals. The results obtained using a larger basis set
were qualitatively the same as those obtained using the
6-311+G* basis set.
(b) The lowest total energy states of the ions possess geo-
metrical configurations that are different from those of
their corresponding neutral parents in the V13, Mn12,
Co12, Ni13, Cu13, Zn12, and Zn13 series.
(c) The one-electron rule according to which an electron
detachment or attachment from/to a neutral species re-
sults in the change of ±1.0 μB in the total spin magnetic
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moment is valid in all cases except for Sc12−, Ti12+,
Mn12−, Mn12+, Fe12−, Fe13+, and Co12+.
(d) Our computed ionization energies of the neutrals and
vertical detachment energies of the anions are within
0.1 eV from the experimental values if the experimen-
tal uncertainty bars are taken into account. Thus, the
BPW91/6-311+G* level of theory applied in the present
work can be considered to be quite reliable.
(e) The computed energies of a single atom removal
[D0(M12 − M) and D0(M12+ − M)] are in satisfactory
agreement with the experimental values possessing quite
large uncertainty bars. The D0(M12 − M) dissociation
energies are found to be significantly larger than the dis-
sociation energies of the M2 dimers and to be close to
the corresponding bulk cohesive energies. In particular,
the D0(Ti12 − Ti) and D0(Mn12 − Mn) values agree well
with the corresponding bulk cohesive energies.
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